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HERRENKNECHT OPENS SERVICE BRANCH IN ABU DHABI 

I n November 2012, Herrenknecht AG 
responded to the high demand for micro-

machines and comprehensive services in 
the Gulf region by opening a full-service 
branch in Abu Dhabi. The new company, 
Herrenknecht Tunnelling Systems LLC, 
offers top level machine overhauls, Field 
Service and supply of spare parts.  

“The Arab market provides for enormous 
future potentials - this is the reason why we 
have now established a full-service branch 
for micro-machines in Abu Dhabi.” said 
Ulrich Schaffhauser, head of management 
of the Business Unit Utility Tunnelling on 
the occasion of the opening. The branch is 
run by general manager Swen Weiner who 
has been representing the Utility Tunnelling business in the ≤4.20 m diameter range of the  
Herrenknecht Group in the Middle East for eight years. Since the 1990s, Herrenknecht AG has  
delivered more than 200 micro-machines to the Gulf region. With the new location, Herrenknecht 
AG is aiming to further develop its business relationships there. “Tunnel construction in the Gulf 
region is facing dynamic times and we want to offer our customers top services.” explained Ulrich 
Schaffhauser. Against this backdrop, Herrenknecht Tunnelling Systems LLC will mainly focus on 
overhaul micromachines in the Abu Dhabi workshops. In addition, Herrenknecht experts will  
provide for spare parts supply and service on the jobsites. The Business Unit Utility Tunneling at 
Herrenknecht offers machines for tunnel, shaft and pipeline construction in the areas of water,  
sewage, electricity, oil and gas. In addition, the Herrenknecht Group founded the company  
Commodore Cement Industries LLC (CCI) together with Commodore Contracting Company of Abu 
Dhabi. This means that Herrenknecht holds an interest in a concrete component factory  
specialising in lining segments and pipe segments for tunnel projects, which was built in Abu 
Dhabi’s Al-Mafraq industrial zone in 2010. 

 
MACHINES FOR THE STRATEGIC TUNNEL ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM  
Comprehensive infrastructural works are planned and being realised in Abu Dhabi to support the 
growth of the city’s population from 621,000 inhabitants in 2012, to over 3 million by the year 
2030. At the heart of these measures is Abu Dhabi’s Strategic Tunnel Enhancement Program, or 
STEP for short. It is one of the most comprehensive infrastructure programs ever carried out in the 
Gulf region. Client of the STEP project is the Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company (ADSSC), 
that aims to restructure the city’s sewage network by building extensive tunnel networks.  
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Officially opening the new Abu Dhabi service  
office. 

Completed machines at the Herrenknecht factory. 
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New supply networks, the Link Tunnels, will connect the existing sewage system with the new 
main collector, the so-called Deep Tunnel sewer. This tunnel runs from Abu Dhabi’s city centre to a 
newly planned water treatment facility in the municipality of Al-Wathba, 42 km to the southeast of 
the city, closing the desert city’s sewage circuit and supplying up to 15 m3/s of treated water for 
irrigation.  

The Herrenknecht Group is involved in the project with a total of 14 tunnel boring machines for 
the Link Tunnels and the Deep Tunnel sewer. Herrenknecht AG delivered 5 EPB machines with 
large diameters (3 x 6.31 m, 2 x 6.95 m) to Impregilo SpA, the contractor for construction lots T-02 
and T-03 of the Deep Tunnel sewer. These machines excavated tunnels with an overall length of 25 
km at depths of down to 80 m. Last breakthrough was reached on December 18, 2012. From January 
2013 onwards, 9 Herrenknecht Micro-machines (8 x AVN, diameter 0.96 m – 3.37 m and 1 x EPB, 
diameter 3.72 m) will be employed on the almost 50 k long Link Tunnels works. Commodore  
Cement Industries LLC has produced more than 100,000 lining segments for the Deep Tunnel.  
Herrenknecht Formwork Technology GmbH planned the entire lining segment production plant, 
commissioned the plant and delivered 162 moulds as well as a data recording and documentation 
system (SDS) for lining segment production. Website: www.herrenknecht.com 

 
 

TRAINING SUCCESS AT NAYLOR 

T en operatives and supervisors from Cawthorne based 
Naylor Industries plc have just completed a computer 

training course. Chief Executive Edward Naylor who  
presented the group with certificates of achievement  
commented: “It is vital that we equip our employees with 
the IT skills they need to develop their careers at Naylor.  
Our business is no different to the wider world – our  
dependency on technology grows every year and  
appropriate training is vital to ensure that we can realise 
the opportunities that this affords the Company and our  
employees”. The members of the workforce who  
undertook the training are:  Dan Wigley, Ian Taylor, Mike 
Stelling, Sarah Robinson, Kevin Broadhead, Adam  
Martin, Mark Pashley, Nick Hilton and Jason Whiteley. 
Website: www.naylor.co.uk 
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Successful trainees at Naylor. 
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NEW TRACTO-TECHNIK PRODUCTS AT BAUMA 

F or the 16th time TRACTO-TECHNIK will 
present its complete trenchless technology 

range and the latest products at Bauma in  
Munich. 

The GRUNDOMAT soil displacement ham-
mers have been on show since 1970 and are 
increasingly being applied for FTTH house  
connections. A strong characteristic of the 7th 
Grundomat N generation is the unusual head 
form, which we describe as a crowned head. 
This head is unique and guarantees a high  
penetration force and target precision in stony 
soils. The GRUNDOMAT N is optionally  
available with the proven stepped head from the 
previous generation. A further improvement to 
this machine is the triple gear control stud. To 
be able to react better in alternating soils, the 
GRUNDOMAT N not only has the reverse gear 
but can be switched between two forward gears 
with different striking frequencies. 

The GRUNDODRILL 18 ACS, also known as 
the Black Mole, was introduced to potential 
users last year and has found wide acceptance 
since then. This flexible HDD rig is equipped 
with twin tube drill rods for rock drilling up to 
500 mm (20 in) diameter and 300 m bore lengths, or with the Twin-Drive drill rods for regular bores 
with drilling fluid up to 600 mm diameter and 400 m bore lengths. The bore length record for rock 
drilling is currently 270 m. The GRUNDODRILL 18 ACS, with its very high technical standard, is 
equipped with everything operators need for an efficient bore operation. 
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Installing a house connection using  
GRUNDOPIT Keyhole. 
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The successor to GRUNDODRILL 15XP is the 
GRUNDODRILL 15 XPT. With this HDD rig 

pipes up to 450 mm diameter can be pulled in. Apart from an improvement in and optimisation of 
the performance, focus was placed on improvement of the work and operating safety during the  
development phase. In addition to the HDD bore rigs from TRACTO-TECHNIK, partner company 
PRIME will also be exhibiting its large HDD bore rigs on the 1,500 m² exhibition area. 

Network operators and users both in Germany and abroad are agreed: The GRUNDOPIT K  
Keyhole technology is the key to an economic house connection. The Keyhole can be used for  
installing new pipes using a soil  
displacement hammer or a steerable 
mini-bore rig GRUNDOPIT K plus for 
renewing pipes using the cable pulling 
unit GRUNDOTUGGER. As a positive 
side effect, tears and frost damage in the 
road surface are avoided due to the  
circular Keyhole form.  

In addition to the current  
GRUNDOBURST range, a new  
GRUNDOBURST model with 1900 kN 
pulling force for replacing old pipes with 
new pipes up to 900 mm o.d. is now 
available. This rig closes the gap  
between existing models 1250G and the 
2500G and has already successfully 
passed several practical tests. 

The prototype of the new geothermal 
bore rig Geodrill 8R, which is the  
successor model to the Geodrill 4R, will 
be on show at the Bauma. The rig can 
now swivel from 30° to 95° and is  
therefore applicable to slanted bores and 
vertical bores. The Geodrill 8R can also 
be applied for well building, foundation 
and anchoring work. The motor capacity 
is 55 kW, additionally the torque was 
increased from 2,500 Nm to 8,000 Nm. 
Website: www.tracto-technik.com 
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Above left: The new soil displacement hammer, 
with the new crowned head, strikes through a 
pilot bore, destroys obstacles, conveys the soil 
and displaces it using the casing. 
Above right: Working in heavy traffic, a 
GRUNDOBURST 1900 renewing a pipe  
according to the pipe bursting method.  
Left: The new GRUNDODRILL 18 ACS, also 
known as the Black Mole. 
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SPR EUROPE AT WASSER BERLIN 2013 

S PR (SEKISUI Pipe Rehabilitation) 
Europe will beat the 2013 WASSER 

BERLIN INTERNATIONAL fair  
between 23 to 26 April. During the course 
of the NO DIG BERLIN trade fair that is 
taking place simultaneously, the company 
will showcase its services and product 
portfolio for trenchless rehabilitation of 
drinking water pipes with focus on the 
CIPP technologies NORDIPIPE™ and 
TUBETEX™, as well as its Close-Fit  
process.  

An intact drinking water supply is of 
elementary importance to life in today's 
society. Guaranteeing this is always a 
technical, economic and organisational 
challenge for cities, municipalities and 
providers. Continuous water loss from 
leaky pipes, germ load from outside, or a limited use of the water supply can be rectified using pipe 
rehabilitation if carried out in time. SPR Europe will exhibit at NO DIG BERLIN, in cooperation 
with its subsidiaries, SPR TEC Europe, SEKISUI NordiTube, KMG Pipe Technologies and  
Rabmer  

Focussing on pipe rehabilitation procedures in the pressure range, SPR Europe will present, in 
particular, the NORDIPIPE™ and TUBETEX™ CIPP liners together with the Close-Fit method.  
Finished segments of the liners show their structure and consistency. The both liners are especially 
suited for the renovation of drinking water pipes and are already certified in many countries.  
Diameters of 150 mm up to 1,200 mm are possible. While the needled felt liner NORDIPIPE™   
includes a statically self-supporting feature because of its glass-fibre reinforcement, the seamless 
woven TUBETEX™ liner, made of polyester yarn, is firmly attached to the old pipe, but elastic 
enough to compensate for movements and impacts to the pipes. Due to their construction, both can 
withstand high inner pressures and allow installation lengths of up to 600 m.  

The Close-Fit method is a good alternative for smaller pipes with nominal diameters of up to 400 
mm. The pre-shaped pipe, reduced by about 25-30 % in diameter, can be quickly drawn into the 
damaged pipe by a winch before being returned to its original circular shape using hot steam and 
internal pressure, and expanded against the old pipe without any annular space. 

The product range in the drinking water sector is augmented by the procedures for trenchless  
rehabilitation of sewers. This includes further CIPP lining products as well as spiral-wound pipe 
technology. With these products, SPR Europe offers a time and cost-saving solution for the  
challenges in rehabilitation such as nominal width, installation length, old pipe condition or profile 
type.   

SPR Europe, has its head office at Schieder-Schwalenberg 
in Germany and offers cutting edge solutions for underground 
infrastructure to municipalities and construction companies. 
The products are distributed by the sales company SPR TEC 
Europe and manufactured at plants in Germany, Belgium and 
the Netherlands.  

The installation of the pipe lining methods is accomplished 
by the experienced construction companies KMG Pipe  
Technologies and Rabmer.  

SPR Europe is part of the international SPR (SEKISUI Pipe 
Rehabilitation) Group which focuses in its three continental 
divisions SPR Europe, SPR Asia Pacific and SPR Americas 
the development, production, sales and construction service of 
the trenchless pipe rehabilitation technologies. Website: 
www.sekisuispr.com  
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SPR Europe will present its CIPP liners 
NORDIPIPE™ and TUBETEX™, designed for the 
rehabilitation of drinking water pipes up to nominal 
diameters of 1,200 mm, at Wasser Berlin.  

The Close-Fit process is a reliable alternative for pressure 
pipline renovation; primarily for smaller pipes of up to  
DN 400. 
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CAMPAIGN TO FIND THE ULTIMATE HDD OPERATOR 

V ermeer has announced a new campaign and video contest 
to promote horizontal directional drilling and the skilled 

professionals who contribute to the industry. Navigator Nation 
was created to show the passion and expertise drill  
operators have for their profession and elevate awareness for 
the new generation of HDD operators.  

“I can tell you this will be an industry first,” said Jason  
Zylstra, marketing manager for Vermeer. “We understand how 
difficult day-to-day life can be on the jobsite, and the pride 
operators have in their work. This is our opportunity to salute 
these individuals and say thank you for your dedication.” 

To kick off the campaign, Vermeer has launched a new web-
site, NavigatorNation.com. This site is an interactive community for all HDD professionals and will 
feature video and image libraries showcasing HDD operators on jobsites discussing their  
backgrounds, what made them become operators and the challenges they face at each jobsite. New 
videos - both user-generated and Vermeer-generated - will be uploaded regularly, along with photos 
from around the world.  

NavigatorNation.com will serve as the vehicle to find the Ultimate Operator with a video contest 
which began on 3 January, 2013. Contractors will be encouraged to profile their outstanding crew in 
video and upload to NavigatorNation.com. Site visitors can vote on their favourite operator profiles, 
and the operator who receives the most votes throughout the course of the year will be crowned the 
Ultimate Operator at the International Construction and Utility Equipment Exposition (ICUEE) in 
October.  Website: www.vermeer.com 

 
DALROD UK TEAMS UP WITH IBG HYDRO-TECH 

K een to locate a partnership in the UK, German company IBG 
Hydro-Tech GmbH has been presenting its products and  

services at events in the UK and for several years including the Drain 
Trader Show and at NO-DIG LIVE 2012. Taking the opportunity to 
display its complete product range, from sewer cleaning nozzles, 
milling systems, cutting robots and complete rehabilitation systems, 
has proved fruitful for both IBG Hydro-Tech and DALROD. The 
advantages of the robust robots convinced Mike Pollard, of  
DALROD in Cambridgeshire, to take things forward from the first 
contact with IBG Hydro-Tech which was made at the Drain Trader 
Show in 2011. 

At NO-DIG LIVE 2012, IBG Hydro-Tech Sales Director Frank 
Claassen and Mike Pollard began serious discussions about  
upcoming projects and what equipment would be needed. A mixture 
of HydroCut Lateral Cutters (different in size and cutting tools) for a 
variety of pipe dimensions it was decided should achieve the best 
results on the job site. All cutters are driven with high water pressure 
and equipped with a mobile control unit or with an integrated vehicle 
control panel. DALROD received its new milling robot system vehicle during December 2012. The 
system, based at DALROD’s St. Ives depot in Cambridgeshire, has four hydraulic and easy to  
handle IBG HydroCut cutting robots on board together with 150 m of feeder hose and water  
recirculation capability. The HydroCut 60 that is perfect for cutting house connections and its so-
called ‘big brother’, the HydroCut 100 has the same high resilience. Additional guide rails and a 
bracing unit secure a centred position in the pipe. Furthermore IBG Hydro-Tech added its smallest 
self-propelling milling robot, the HydroCut 150 with its high milling force and the HydroCut 200 
with its versatile applications, and which is claimed to be one of the most functional robots on the 
market right now. Added advantages include the ability to use this system in circular and egg shaped 
pipes. The carriage of the cutter could also be used as a base for the IBG Hydro-Tech grouting and 
spatula system. The van-based system has put DALROD in the advantageous position of being able 
to work in diameters from a relined ID 100 mm pipe with bends up to ID 600 mm and to offer full 
service for this to its customers. Frank Claassen adds "IBG Hydro-Tech is proud to welcome  
DALROD drainage services as a new client in the United Kingdom and looks forward to good  
cooperation for many years". Websites: www.dalrod.co.uk or www.ibg-hydro-tech.de 
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Screen shot from the new  
Navigator Nation website. 

Frank Claassen and 
Mike Pollard on delivery 
of the milling robot van. 
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TRIWATER INVESTMENTS IN LEADING TRENCHLESS  
REHABILITATION COMPANIES   

T riwater Holdings, a Chicago-based water treatment and infrastructure company backed by 
Bolder Capital LLC, has announced that it has completed growth capital investments in LMK 

Technologies and Perma-Liner Industries, the two market leading companies for trenchless  
rehabilitation of water and sewer infrastructure.  

These two companies provide one of the industry’s most extensive range of trenchless equipment, 
products and technologies used for the repair and rehabilitation of infrastructure utilising ‘cured-in-
place-pipe’ (CIPP) technology. 

LMK Technologies, based in Ottawa, Illinois, USA is recognised by many municipalities and  
engineering firms as an innovative leader for trenchless technologies for the renewal of sewer lateral 
infrastructure. Founded in 1993 by Larry Kiest Jr., LMK holds more than 90 issued national and 
international patents and has authored two specific ASTM standards (ASTM F2561-11 and ASTM 
2599-11) for its advancements in trenchless pipe and sewer repair.  

Perma-Liner Industries, based in Clearwater, Florida, USA has what isclaimed to be North  
America’s largest distribution network of plumbing and drain cleaner contractors for CIPP lateral 
rehabilitation and mainline sewer repairs. Established in 1998 by Jerry D’Hulster, Perma-Liner has 
significant intellectual property assets and more than 1,000 certified installers of its technology with 
a strong international distribution network. 

“We are extremely pleased to work with the two leaders in the trenchless sewer industry to  
provide capital and assist with their growth plans.” said Mike Reardon, Chairman and Chief  
Executive Officer of Triwater Holdings. “Demand is increasing for trenchless solutions to the 
world’s rapidly deteriorating water and sewer infrastructure problems. These solutions require  
creativity and reliable access to innovative technology. Our investment in capital and management 
will enable these two market leaders to accelerate their growth plans to provide more of their  
proprietary solutions to more customers in North America and around the world.” 

These two companies, on a combined basis, comprise the most comprehensive array of products 
and technology in the trenchless industry-covering everything from laterals and manhole  
rehabilitation, to mainline sewer repair and proprietary gasket seals. They also have the industry’s 
broadest distribution network of installers/contractors and the most extensive array of intellectual 
property, providing the most innovative ‘no-dig’ solutions. The companies will continue to operate 
independently, to address the specific needs of their respective customer bases, market channels and 
individual growth plans. However, the companies may share certain intellectual property assets and 
‘know how’ to satisfy their respective customer requirements under licensing agreements. 
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ROBBINS TBM COMPLETES SWISS SAFETY TUNNEL 

O n December 4, 2012, a steadfast Robbins TBM made its 
final breakthrough in Zurich, Switzerland. The Milchbuck 

Safety Tunnel required two methods of excavation due to a split 
in geology, first 1,000 m (3,280 ft) of TBM tunnel were bored 
through molasse rock of about 80 MPa (11,600 psi) UCS, while 
a 400 m (1,300 ft) conventionally dug section was located in 
unconsolidated rock, mainly Moraine. The machine, for  
contractor Marti Tunnelbau AG, completed tunnelling in March 
and was stopped in order to allow the completion of the  
conventionally excavated tunnel. 

The TBM breakthrough marks the completion of the fourth 
tunnel for the 4.15 m (13.6 ft) diameter Robbins Main Beam 
machine, which underwent major refurbishment in 
2002. Robbins carried out the machine’s latest rebuild as well, 
which included a diameter change from 4.4 to 4.15 m (14.4 to 
13.6 ft) as well as new cutterhead structures including muck 
buckets and grill bars. Back-up refurbishment and design was 
done by the contractor. “We are proud the TBM refurbishment 
was managed in such a short time, and the TBM excavated 
without any technical interruptions.” said Thomas Güggi of 
Marti Tunnelbau Ltd. 

The TBM successfully excavated through 400 m (1,310 ft) of compact rock and 600 m (1,970 ft) 
of fractured zones with over-break. “The performance went very well. It was hard work, but we had 
a special back-up to apply 360o shotcrete in these sections.” continued Güggi. The design allowed 
for a 200 mm (8 in) thick wet application using two shotcrete robots for the full length of the tunnel. 

With the TBM bore complete, work ramped up in the difficult ground of the conventionally  
excavated tunnel. In order to excavate this section, crews created a reinforced crown of jet 
grout. Beneath the jet grout umbrella, crews mined meter by meter with a tunnel excavator, applying 
a lining of steel arches and shotcrete. 

The safety gallery runs parallel to Zurich’s Milchbuck Road Tunnel, a heavily used passage that 
needed to be updated to the country’s modern safety standards. The safety tunnel, for Swiss federal 
office ASTRA, includes five cross passages currently under construction. Website: 
www.robbinstbm.com 

 
 

JACKING PIPES FOR DRAINAGE WORKS ON SOCIAL  
HOUSING PROJECTS IN BRUNEI 

Y orkshire, UK based Naylor Drainage Ltd 
recently hosted a group visit led by its 

long-standing Brunei agent HungKee Plumbing 
Company. HungKee is in the course of supplying 
Naylor’s Denlok jacking pipe to a series of pipe 
installation projects across Brunei. 

HungKee’s Managing Director James Luk was 
accompanied by a party of Brunei contractors 
and specifiers that are currently utilising the 
pipes on ongoing projects. The party visited  
Naylor’s manufacturing operations as well as 
inspecting a prepared shipment of the Denlok 
jacking pipe that was destined for upcoming  
microtunnelling works in Brunei. 

The projects for which these pipes are ear-
marked include pipeline installations in support 
of works on two sewage treatment plants for new 
social housing developments in Brunei. The first of these is the Sungai Akar Sewerage Works  
project and the second is the Kg. Manggis Sewerage Works project. 

The projects will utilise a Soltau RVS250 auger-based microtunnelling machine to place the new 
pipelines into the silty ground beneath both the sewage plants; the ground conditions prevailing in 
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Celebrating the Milchbuck 
Safety Tunnel breakthrough. 

Naylor CEO Edward Naylor, COO Bridie 
Warner-Adsetts and Technical Manager 
Simon Marsh with the visitors from Brunei. 
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the areas of the sewage plants lend  
themselves readily to trenchless pipe  
installation. 

The visiting group from Brunei included 
Mr Arul from the project’s main contractor, 
Astal Engineering Sdn. Bhd; Mr Chong of 
microtunnelling subcontractor Amberhigh 
Sdn. Bhd and Mr Jun Alcantara of  
Baharuddin & Associates, the engineering 
consultant for the works. 

Commenting on the visit to the Naylor 
facility, Messrs Arul, Chong and Alcantara, 
were all very impressed with Naylor’s plant 
management and quality control procedures. 
They also expressed an interest in using 
Naylor’s Densleeve product range in Brunei on future open cut pipe installation works. 

James Luk of HungKee Plumbing Company said: “HungKee Plumbing Company has been the 
Brunei agent for Naylor since 1982; our success in securing major vitrified clay pipe orders for  
sewerage projects in Brunei would not have been possible without strong support from Naylor in the 
U.K.” 

For Naylor Drainage Ltd, Chief Executive Edward Naylor said: “The current level of  
infrastructure work being undertaken in Brunei has given us a major opportunity not only to  
reinforce our long standing reputation as an effective working partner and reliable supplier of 
Denlok jacking pipes but also to establish a firm base for the supply of other products in our range 
such as the Densleeve pipe for open cut installation.”  

Denlok Product Manager Simon Marsh added: “The work being undertaken by Astal Engineering 
is one of three projects we are currently supplying. The recent order intake is testament to the  
confidence both contractors and consultants have in our Denlok product. Our reputation is built on 
technical advice given at the start of each submission and working with Brunei Darussalam  
Standards - Construction Planning and Research Unit (or CPRU) for full approval of all products.” 
Website: www.naylor.co.uk 
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Part of the latest Denlok pipe shipment almost 
ready to roll. 
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WORLD’S LARGEST PIPE-RAMMING HAMMER  
UNVEILED AT UCT 2013  

H a m m e r H e a d  T r e n c h l e s s  
Equipment unveiled the what is 

claimed to be the world’s largest  
pneumatic pipe ramming hammer at 
the 2013 Underground Construction 
Technology International Conference 
& Exhibition (UCT) which was held 
between 29 and 31 January, 2013 in 
Houston, Texas, USA. The 34 in (864 
mm) diameter hammer can install  
casing of between 48 and 180 in (1,220 
and 4,570 mm) diameter in drainage 
culvert and washover applications and 
can be used for pipe assist or pipe  
extraction,  guided pilot  bore  
ramming, and horizontal directional 
drilling assist applications. 

T h e  h a m m e r  w a s  r e c e n t l y  
field-proven in an Ontario, Canada,  on 
a washover casing job. The hammer 
successfully installed 185 ft (56.4 m) of 72 in (1,829 mm) diameter steel casing. 

HammerHead CEO and president Brian Metcalf said, “We are excited to offer this extraordinary 
new product to our customers. Our new solid body 34 in (864 mm) diameter hammer enables  
HammerHead to provide solutions to the most challenging of projects on contractor’s job sites 
worldwide. The amount of power generated through our unique design and patented air reverse that 
allows for forward and reverse from the control station will provide contractors with productivity 
never before available for installation of large diameter pipe.”  

Metcalf continued: “The release of the world’s largest pneumatic hammer cements our position as 
the leading manufacturer of pipe ramming and pipe bursting products available in the trenchless 
market today for the installation of underground utilities.” 

The 34 in (864 mm) diameter rammer has already been released for production, and 48 in (1,220 
mm) collets are already available. Ram adapter cones are currently in development for other sizes 
ranging from 48 to 180 in (1,220 to 4,570 mm) .  

Although the hammer is designed specifically for pipe ramming projects, with custom-built  
tooling the hammer can also be used for pipe bursting to replace 36 in (915 mm) diameter pipe and 
larger. HammerHead will provide custom-built accessories upon request.  

HammerHead is a global leader in the design and manufacture of trenchless installation solutions 
such as piercing tools, bursting systems, pneumatic hammers and horizontal directional drill tooling 
supported by a worldwide customer service network. HammerHead 34 in(864 mm) diameter  
pipe ramming hammers are available from HammerHead Trenchless Equipment or from authorised 
dealers, worldwide. Website: www.hammerheadtrenchless.com 
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The new 34 in (864 mm) diameter ramming hammer 
from Hammerhead Trenchless Equipment claims to be 
the world’s largest of its kind. 

YOUR ¼ PAGE ADVERT HERE AT THE 
SINGLE ENTRY DISPLAY RATE OF JUST 

£150 
ADVERT SIZE 

60 mm (H) x 144 mm (W)  
 

Note: There is a 50% reduction on these rates for Sponsors of either the  
NoDig Media Services Website or Trenchless Works Magazine 
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PORT ELIZABETH GOES SPIRAL-WOUND WITH AN  
AWARD WINNING PROJECT 

B eneath the busy Govan Mbeki 
A v e n u e  a n d  t h e  n e w l y  

constructed Bus Rapid Transport lane 
in the heart of Port Elizabeth’s central 
business district was the location for a 
remarkable trenchless rehabilitation 
project undertaken by South African 
contractor Trenchless Technologies 
c.c. Two parallel sewers, 600 m of a 
525 mm diameter and 720 m of a 
1,050 mm diameter circular pipe, were 
rehabilitated using the SPR™ EX and 
SPR™  RO spira l-wound pipe  
rehabilitation technologies provided by 
SPR Asia Pacific’s technology  
provider SEKISUI Rib Loc. The  
successful project has now achieved 
international recognition after being presented with the ISTT Annual Project Award 2012.  

SPR Asia Pacific and its Australian technology company SEKISUI Rib Loc provided the right 
trenchless technology solution when it came to rehabilitate the two circular sewers beneath the  
heavily trafficked Govan Mbeki Avenue and the newly constructed Bus Rapid Transport lane  
located in the heart of Port Elizabeth’s central business district, South Africa, in 2011. The spiral-
wound pipe technology SPR™ EX was utilised to rehabilitate 600 m of the sewer pipe with a  
diameter of 525 mm in the business district. SPR™ RO was used to line 720 m of the larger sewer 
under the Bus Rapid Transport lane. For the Mandela Bay Development Agency this rehabilitation 
was part of one of a continued pipe rehabilitation and environmental upgrading project. After a 
CCTV and physical inspection where windows were cut into the concrete sewer pipes, the need for 
rehabilitation was ascertained. The 525 mm diameter sewer was severely corroded around its whole 
circumference due to acidic effluent. The measured pH values were as low as 3.3. This old sewer 
had been cast in 2 sections with horizontal joints running along its full length. The mortar had  
corroded between the construction joints and the pipe was no longer water tight. The 1,050 mm di-
ameter sewer was severely corroded above the water line and the steel reinforcing was exposed and 
had corroded away in places. The most severe deterioration occurred at the sides and invert of the 
sewer due to a combination of corrosion and erosion and was particularly severe along those  
sections of the sewer where the velocity was high. Due to the severity of deterioration and the  
limited space above-ground, the spiral-wound technology was the only cost-saving process that  
allowed a complete no-dig lining solution through manholes. During the rehabilitation phase  
unforeseen occurrences, such as a 15 m long 90o bend in the 525 mm pipe and a 43 m long part 
where the 1,050 mm diameter sewer reduced in diameter to 800 mm, required the introduction of an 
ambient cure and a UV cured CIPP method. Additionally, pipe bursting of 16 m of a cracked and 
leaking lateral clay pipe with a diameter of 225 mm became necessary to prevent plugging and  
over-pumping at a critical manhole. 

 
THE SPIRAL-WOUND PROCESS 
The spiral-wound pipe lining technology is a patented method that includes five different solutions 
for rehabilitating sewers and storm water pipes with diameters from 150 mm up to 5,000 mm.  

Circular and non-circular pipes can be  
rehabilitated using custom shaped profiles for pipe 
lengths up to several hundred metres. The spiral-
wound technologies can structurally rehabilitate 
brick, concrete, glass reinforced plastic or  
corrugated metal sewer and storm water pipelines. 
The system consists of a single, manageable  
continuous PVC or HDPE profile strip,  

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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The SPR™ RO winding machine winds and locks the 
PVC profile strips to form a watertight liner. 

The 1,050 mm diameter concrete sewer after it 
was relined with SPR™ RO technology to re-
store the hydraulic efficiency. 
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steel-reinforced as required, which is spirally wound into the existing sewer or storm water pipeline 
via a patented winding machine positioned in the base of an existing manhole or access chamber. 
The edges of the profile strip either interlock as it is spirally wound into the existing pipeline or are 
welded to form a liner that is watertight. With the SPR™ EX and SPR™ RO techniques used in Port 
Elizabeth, the PVC profile formed a new spiral-wound liner that provided a close-fit to the inside of 
the rehabilitated pipe. In the case of SPR™ EX, the winding machine was lowered to the base of the 
access chamber through a standard manhole. The PVC profile was fed from an above ground spool 
into the winding machine, which then spirally wound the liner into the host pipe. With respect to 
SPR™ RO however the winding machine rotated and traversed inside the deteriorated pipeline  
forming a close-fit watertight liner as it progressed.  

 
WHAT HAS PROVEN SUCCESSFUL  
This rehabilitation project was executed in 2011 and was the second of two phases. The construction 
site was located downstream from the first phase which was completed in 2009 and involved the 
rehabilitation of 570 m of 450 mm diameter sewer using the SPR™ EX spiral-wound pipe  
rehabilitation technology as well as 560 m of the 840 mm sewer rehabilitated using SPR™ PE. The 
pipeline rehabilitation took place concurrently with an urban environmental upgrading project  
involving decorative paving and resurfacing works on the surface above the existing sewer pipes. 
Mandela Bay Development Agency awarded both lining projects to the rehabilitation company 
Trenchless Technologies c.c. and used spiral-wound technology to complete the project. CIPP and 
pipe-bursting had to be utilised for very short sections to deal with unexpected problems where this 
technology was suitable. Africoast Consulting Engineers (Ltd) provided overall design and  
management of both projects. 

 
ISTT ANNUAL PROJECT AWARD 
For many years the International Society for Trenchless Technology (ISTT) has selected an  
outstanding trenchless pipe rehabilitation project to receive a Project of the Year Award at its annual 
No-Dig conference. At the 30th International NO-DIG 2012 São Paulo, Trenchless Technologies c.c. 
was awarded the ISTT Annual Project Award 2012.  

SPR Asia Pacific’s technology company SEKISUI Rib Loc was the material and technology  
provider to the construction team. “The ISTT Award honours an excellent project in which five  
different trenchless technology options were used to rehabilitate large diameter sewers for use by 
future generations and solve unexpected site conditions.” said Gordon Combeer, Sales Manager of 
SPR Asia Pacific who further noted that: “With SPR™ EX and SPR™ RO as the main rehabilitation 
technologies, a growing trend in Africa in the employment of spiral-wound pipe technology is 
shown.” Website: www.sekisuispr.com 
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SPR™ EX set-up for relining the 525 mm  
diameter sewer needs little space: Minimal 
community and traffic disruption in the busy 
Port Elizabeth centre. Inset: The SPR™ EX 
winding cage is installed through a normal 
access shaft into the 525 mm diameter sewer.  
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PROSPECTS FOR THE REHABILITATION INDUSTRY FOR 2013 

I t is always interesting to get an individual take on an 
industry sector, particularly when times are tough. 

The following is based on an interview where such a 
personal view was obtained from Robert Walters, 
Chairman of the APS Group of Companies, based in 
Dubai. APS has business interests in the utility and  
hydrocarbon pipeline coating and rehabilitation sectors 
from the West Coast of the USA, throughout Europe, 
the Middle East and Asia across to Hong Kong and 
Australia. In addition to its rehabilitation services, the 
APS group owns a number of bespoke rehabilitation 
brands such as Channeline International, Danby and 
CFL tight fit HDPE.  

Q. How do you see the utility pipeline rehabilita-
tion market developing globally during 2013? 

A. I would have to say that the outlook globally is 
generally very positive for the year ahead. I think that in 
2012 the sector saw a marked recovery from the  
recessionary years of 2009 to 2011 and that in 2013, the 
industry can look forward to a continuance of that  
recovery. By this I mean a move back towards a more 
stable and sustainable environment, similar to that that was predominant prior to the meltdown in 
2008. What is particularly noticeable at the moment, at least as we at APS see it, is a trend toward a 
greater proportion of large diameter, man entry, semi and fully structural rehabilitation projects  
being initiated and this appears to be the case over a very wide geographical spread. In APS for  
instance, we have witnessed a marked increase in large diameter volumes in the USA, Ireland,  
Belgium, Russia, Romania, India, Thailand and Hong Kong. We have also seen a number of new 
countries coming on stream with enquiries and orders including Holland, Italy and France. 

Q. The APS group manufactures and installs a fairly wide range of rehabilitation systems. 
Which of those do you feel can offer the most benefit to the utility industry? 

A. Without doubt, I would have to say that would be the Channeline GRP structural rehabilitation 
system. It is just such a clever product. I am always amazed at the care and precision that goes into 
the manufacture of what is after all, a panel that is destined to spend its entire existence in a sewer! 
Every Channeline project, large or small, gives rise to a custom, hand-built product which is  
nurtured and cherished through its journey from the shop floor to its installation at site. The fact that 
the guys from the factory often find themselves on site conducting training for the assembly and 
installation of the multi-component units means that they themselves have to have the utmost  
confidence in the material. 

Q. Which market sectors do you perceive will provide the most growth potential over the 
next few years? 

A. Perhaps it may come as a surprise but I actually see the biggest growth prospects coming not 
from the utility sector, but from the hydrocarbon industry. I feel this sector has the potential for  
offering the greatest future scope for pipeline rehabilitation systems and their development during 
the years ahead. This stems from the fact that the seventies and eighties saw a massive upswing in 
the quantity of hydrocarbon flow lines being installed onshore and offshore within the oil and gas 
industry. What we are witnessing now, is therefore the end of the first life cycle of those pipelines. 
With the technologies now available to us in terms of materials and installation technologies, it is 
almost impossible to perceive a future in which rehabilitation is not playing a major role within that 
industry sector. 

Q. Does that mean that APS is working on solutions for hydrocarbon pipeline rehabilitation? 
A. Absolutely! In fact, 2013 might yet prove to be a truly remarkable year as new and exciting 

products are brought to market. But for more on that you will have to wait just a little longer! 

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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MODEST FOOTPRINT OFFERS LARGE INSTALLATIONS IN URBAN 
ENVIRONMENTS   

V ermeer Corporation has recently 
introduced the new D60x90 

Navigator® horizontal directional drill 
(HDD) to its product range. The unit, it 
is claimed, provides impressive power 
in a small footprint making it a cost-
effective choice for tackling difficult 
trenchless installations in challenging 
ground conditions. 

The D60x90 is powered by a 185 hp 
(138 kW) John Deere Tier 4i (Stage 
IIIB) diesel engine, which delivers 
9000 ftlb (12,202 Nm) of rotational 
torque and 60,000 lb (267 kN) of 
thrust/pullback. Combined with a  
compact design and modest footprint, 
the power of the D60x90 rivals some physically larger drills. 

Contractors can customise the D60x90 with features to fit their specific needs. A climate-
controlled cab enhances operator comfort and offers protection from the weather. The optional 
front-mounted stake-down system can reduce the amount of time and materials needed to set up the 
drill, enhancing jobsite efficiency. In addition, customers can choose from two diameters of 15 ft 
(4.6 m) long Firestick® drill rod at either 2⅞ in (73 mm) or 3½ in (90 mm) diameter. 

The D60x90 is available with additional, quick-change rod boxes containing up to 300 ft (91.4 m) 
of drill rod each. The new rod box design is removable by releasing two pins and a single latch, the 
quick-change rod box reduces the need to manually load drill rod. 

The D60x90 is equipped with a 7 in (178 mm) TFT-LCD colour monitor that offers visibility to 
key drilling function parameters, as well as DCI 
locator information.  

Secondary screens provide visibility to engine 
information and self diagnostics, such as fault and 
advisory codes at the touch of a button. A  
multifunction steering system, designed for use in 
hard ground conditions, helps improve drilling  
accuracy by reducing manual operator input.  
Website: www.vermeer.com 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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The new D60x90 Navigator® horizontal directional 
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The operators control screen on the new D60x90 
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NEW MEMBERS 
UKSTT would like to welcome our latest Corporate Members: 

• RSM Lining Supplies Global Ltd 
• IBG Hydro-Tech GmbH 

As well as our latest Individual Member, Jonathan Rogan, Senior Pipeline Engineer, MWH 
 
Getting to know new members …….. 
Planned Maintenance (Pennine) Ltd www.pmp-ltd.co.uk 
PMP is a specialist engineering company working in confined spaces which has distinguished PMP’s success in inspection, 

maintenance and repairs for the water industry for 30 years. The company has a well earned reputation for fast response to  
emergency call-outs and for carrying out work safely, on-time and with a ‘can do’ attitude. 

PMP is widely known within the water industry for the installation of the AMEX-10 seal system, which is a low profile  
mechanical seal specially designed for internal repair of leaking pipelines (from 600 mm to 3,000 mm diameter). AMEX-10 has 
WRAS approval and an independently verified life expectancy of more than 50 years and work on a ‘no seal no pay’ scheme.  
PMP is delighted to announce that it was awarded a 5 year Framework contract by United Utilities commencing November 2011 
for the installation of the AMEX-10 seal. 

The company also has excellent credentials for working on rope access above and below ground, its Confined Space Rescue 
Team, survey work, frequently carried out on aqueduct pipelines, reservoir draw-off systems, sewers and culverts. In addition to 
engineering for penstocks, valves actuators and head-stock control gear, in-house workshops allow PMP to undertake bespoke 
projects. Fixtures and components are manufactured, with decking, guards and railings also fabricated and installed at water  
treatment works and reservoirs. 

The V33 Transition Adaptor has been developed by PMP Gas in partnership with National Grid to provide a more cost-
effective method of connecting CIPP lined iron gas mains pipes to PE pipes and other types of pipe.  Visit www.pmpgas.com  for 
more information 

 
 

REMINDERS 
UKSTT Annual Dinner & Awards Ceremony 
Could your work today be an award winner of the future? 
The awards are open to all aspects of Trenchless activity. Award entry information, including the categories and judging  

criteria, can be found on the UKSTT website www.ukstt.org.uk or requested by email admin@ukstt.org.uk or by calling 01926 
330935. Each category is coordinated by a council member with a panel of independent judges, many of whom are not  
necessarily members of the society. They are carefully selected to be representative 
from a broad cross section of the relevant industries. 

Completed entries should be returned by email along with supporting evidence,  
including photographs where possible, to Val Chamberlain at admin@ukstt.org.uk. 

Entries for overseas projects will be accepted provided they are submitted by UK 
companies who either did the work or supplied the equipment. Entries will also be  
accepted from overseas companies for work carried out in the UK. 

The UKSTT Annual Dinner & Awards Ceremony is being held on Friday 26 April 
2013 at the Holiday Inn, Birmingham. The deadline for submissions is 1 March 2012. 

The evening, which includes a first class meal at a quality venue, is a time to  
recognise the outstanding contributions made by organisations and individuals to the 
promotion, use and development of Trenchless Technology in 2012. Our individual 
Patron, the naturalist, author and broadcaster Chris Packham, will present the short-
listed entries for the seven prestigious awards and he will undoubtedly be bringing a 

‘friend’ to join us as well.  
Reception for the ‘Black-
Tie’ dinner will be from 
6:45 pm with introductions 
and the presentations start-
ing at 7:30 pm. Dinner will 
be served at approximately 
8:15 pm and the winning nominations will be announced over coffee 
at about 9:45pm.  Once the awards ceremony and the dinner are  
completed, The Noise Next Door, will provide the entertainment. 
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Sponsorship opportunities are now available. H5O has already confirmed as a Platinum Sponsor as well as U Mole, a division 
of Vp plc, and Lanes Group as a Gold Sponsor. If you would like your company associated with these Industry Awards please 
see details below or contact Val Chamberlain on 01926-330935 or at admin@ukstt.org.uk. 

Tickets for the dinner are £60 plus VAT each and can be reserved by contacting Val Chamberlain by emailing 
admin@ukstt.org.uk or by calling 01926 330935.  Tables of 10 -12 can be reserved on a first come – first served basis. Tickets 
will be forwarded as soon as possible after payment has been received. Overnight accommodation is available at preferential rates 
(state UKSTT Dinner) at the Holiday Inn, 0121-634 6273. Room availability is limited so early booking is recommended. 

Annual Dinner Platinum Sponsors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Annual Dinner Gold Sponsors 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
UKSTT Young Engineer – what’s in it for me? 
Well £2,000 of course and, from our feedback, an experience of a lifetime! 
Every year, provided quality entries arrive, the UK Society for  

Trenchless Technology (UKSTT) present a £2000 travel bursary to the 
winning entry in the UKSTT Chairman’s ‘Young Engineer Award’  
competition. 

It is essential that engineers, who are under thirty and engaged in the 
world of trenchless technology within their careers, are aware of the 
opportunity this bursary competition offers to enhance their knowledge 
and experience on the world stage. It undoubtedly raises their personal 
professional profile and offers a once in a lifetime chance to travel the 
world to meet other trenchless professionals and see, first hand, a range 
of projects and techniques in action. 

The presidential bursary scheme has run for many years and we  
recently contacted a few of the previous winners to get their feedback on 
how they were affected and what the bursary meant to them and their careers. 

Luke Mosley of Mosley Moling, winner in 2006, used his money to contribute to the cost of attending the No-Dig conference in 
Australia including lecture sessions. Luke stated that: “The trip at the time was very illuminating and aided greatly in establishing 
contacts within the TT industry.” Whilst he is still a Director of his company, which has expanded significantly since his win, one 
of the impacts of winning was to increase his public notoriety and reinforced his interest of the industry. 
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Leanne Ford still works for Wessex Water as a Critical Sewer Technician at Bath 
but has since expanded her role to manage other staff.  She visited Singapore using 
her UKSTT bursary and attended the ISTT Convention there in Nov 2010 and 
spent time with the local water and sewerage company mutually sharing no dig 
experiences and being taken to see a lining project on site and some of their  
recently constructed large projects as well as being taken on a site visit to a major 
Waste Water Treatment plant (Marina Barrage). 

Leanne said: “I learnt a lot from my trip and it was beneficial to have spent time 
with a team similar to mine in another country and to have seen how they work. It 
gave me the opportunity to pass on some of the knowledge I had and also for them 
to pass on their experiences. It certainly gave me a bit more kudos within the no 
dig industry as it generated interest from trade press and also internally in Wessex Water.” 

She thought that ultimately it had left her with more knowledge in this industry and it definitely helped her confidence. As for 
the award process and bursary she did not feel it could have been better used. Leanne said, “I had an enjoyable and educational 
trip and got out of it what I wanted. I don’t feel the UKSTT could do much more. It is good that it is left open to the winner to 
decide where they would like to go and what they would like to experience and get out of their trip so that it does benefit them in 
their future career.” 

Alex Aulds, last year’s winner, also works for Wessex Water as a Trainee Engineer in the Critical Sewers Team and like 
Leanne is based at Bath. His plans for the bursary are to travel to Australia in March 2013 to work with Interflow a leading con-
tractor in the trenchless pipe renewal market. 

Alex is now managing his own projects, whilst previously he was shadowing 
a lead engineer, and continues to work towards his civil engineering degree. He 
stated that: “This bursary has given me an excellent opportunity to enhance my 
existing knowledge and skills and will massively boost my CV.” 

When asked what UKSTT could do to make the £2,000 bursary more 
‘valuable’ to future winners’ careers in real terms, Alex replied: “I support the 
UKSTT’s notion to allow the winner to make their own arrangements. The 
trenchless industry is vast and there are many opportunities out there. I found 
that most organisations were very keen to accommodate to create a synergy of 
skills.” 

Finally there is Brian White from Farrans Utilities. When Brian won the 
award he was a Design Co-ordinator working on the Northern Ireland Water 
Mains Rehabilitation Framework. He used his UKSTT young engineer bursary 

to attend the North American Trenchless Technology No Dig Show in Nashville in March 2012. His planned visit to a tunnelling 
job being carried out by Robbins in Knoxville, Tennessee was unfortunately cancelled the week before his trip because  
unfavourable ground conditions had halted the job. 

Since winning the award Brain remains within the Farrans’ Utilities division working on the Water Mains Rehabilitation 
Framework in Northern Ireland. He has gained more experience in the trenchless industry, accumulated some key attributes to 
become a competent site engineer, and has been involved in the tender, planning and construction processes improving his ‘all-
round’ experience. Brian is currently working towards his professional review with the ICE in autumn 2013.  

When asked how has his experience gained form the associated travel and industry exposure impacted on his career and outlook 
Brian said: “It has given me a broad perspective of the world wide industry. It  
highlights that there are opportunities for anyone in the UK to work in the same  
industry anywhere in the world. Although I have also realised after attending the 
show in America that the developments currently being made in the UK are on par 
with the remainder of the world wide industry. I had expected to find revolutionary 
new equipment and techniques for mains replacement but this was not the case.” 

When asked what he thought was the lasting legacy of this experience Brain  
responded: “It has provided an excellent experience for both my current workplace 
and my CV. It shows me that the UKSTT is willing to put both time and money into 
young engineers in the industry.” 

He went on to say: “Personally it was a disappointment that my site visit did not 
happen. Unfortunately it was cancelled at such short notice prior to the trip leaving 
me with no time to try and arrange anything else. Although I feel a site visit on a  
major project which is of real interest to the young engineer, a no dig show visit in 
another continent is an excellent way for the bursary money to be spent.” 

So if you are working in the trenchless sector or using these systems, materials, and 
techniques in your work how can you get your hands on this £2,000 bursary? 

You have to be under thirty and you have to enter the competition. That requires 
you to supply up to two sides of A4 telling the society president what you are doing 
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within the sector and how the bursary would benefit your career before the closing date of 1 March 2013. The forms are on the 
UKSTT website www.ukstt.org.uk . 

 The only cost of winning is that each winner has to produce a report to the society on how they spent the money and what they 
got from the trip in terms of contacts, knowledge and experience. Get on line and do it today – and good luck! 

 
 

NEWS 
Build Surrey 
To be held on 7 February 2013, at Epsom Downs Racecourse, Surrey 
Do you want more construction work? Over £100 million of construction & civil engineering related work packages to suit all 

sizes of company will be available in Surrey in 2013. Surrey County Council aims to ensure that at least 60% of all its  
construction and civil engineering funding is awarded to Surrey based businesses from 2013 onwards. 

This an invitation to the launch of Build Surrey to find out what you need to do to generate opportunities to win a share of this 
work. 

To book your free place simply complete the online booking form on the network events page at www.buildsurrey.net or if you 
would like more information please call 01263-735486. 

Global Leakage Summit 
Between 13 and 14 March 2013 at The Thistle Marble Arch Hotel, London, UKSTT will be proud to support the Global  

Leakage Summit. UKSTT members will be eligible for a 15% discount. Further information on the programme will be available 
shortly. This will be attended on behalf of UKSTT by Peter Crouch, Technical Secretary. 

The 2013 Global Water Leakage Summit is the 6th in the highly successful series of international platforms for leakage practi-
tioners and all those in the business of delivering improved efficiency for their particular water utility. 

For further information visit http://www.global-leakage-summit-2013.com 
 
Gas Distribution Networks 
Being held in London between 13 and14 March 2013, the Innovation Summit focuses on asset optimisation, life extension and 

renewal. Join in innovative discussions on key issues impacting optimisation of gas distribution networks in terms of reducing 
costs & improving reliability and safety. To register your place please contact 0800-098 8489 or info@london-business-
conference.co.uk 

Energy & Utilities Alliance 
On 19 March 2013 at the Institution of Engineering Technolgy (IET) building, Savoy Place, London, The Energy and Utilities 

Alliance (EUA) will be presenting its 1-day seminar ‘Utility Street Works’.   
Confirmed speakers from:  DfT • TfL • NJUG • UK Power Networks • National Grid • NUAG • Severn Trent • Morrison 

Utility Services • Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions • Symology • Develop Training • Skanska.  To download a booking form 
click onto the following link: http://www.eua.org.uk/events/utility-street-works-seminar 
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Wasser Berlin International 2013 
In November 2012 organisers started the hall planning and stand allocation for WASSER BERLIN INTERNATIONAL 2013 

which will take place between 23 and 26 April 2013. 
Pre-registered exhibitors will receive the booth allocation proposals from WASSER - exhibition team. Additional services,  

including catalogue entries, stand layouts and video services, can be ordered starting in December 2012. This information will 
enable exhibitors to launch advertising in their in-house and external communications. Website: www.wasser-berlin.de/en/ 

 
No-Dig 2013 
Between 1 and 4 September 2013 at the Sydney Convention Centre, Sydney, Australia, No-Dig Down Under 2013 will take 

place. Don't miss the opportunity to share your knowledge and experiences with Trenchless Technology leaders - submit your 
paper today! 

Sydney is an iconic city which boasts incredible views, plenty to see and do and friendly people. It’s a great place to come and 
visit; and an even better place to come and experience Australasia’s trenchless boom. JOIN US FOR THE OFFICIAL ISTT 
EVENT OF 2013. For more information go to the event website: http://nodigdownunder.com.au 

 
For any information about the United Kingdom Society for Trenchless Technology (UKSTT) please contact: 

Val Chamberlain, 38 Holly Walk, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, CV32 4LY 
Tel: 01926 330935 Email: admin@ukstt.org.uk Website: www.ukstt.org.uk Twitter:  @ukstt 
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TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2013 CONFERENCE  
PROGRAMME ANNOUNCED 

T he eighth TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2013 Conference 
and Exhibition is to be held in Dubai, between 18 and 19 

March. 
Trenchless technologies, also known as NDRC (non-disruptive 

road crossings) in the UAE are gaining increasing recognition as 
the preferred option for the installation and renovation of  
underground utility services.  

Dubai aspires to be among the best countries in the world by 
2021 and Government is committed to green technologies.  
Already the Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA) and 
the Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) have pledged their support for TRENCHLESS MIDDLE 
EAST. The Conference programme below (or visit http://trenchlessmiddleeast.com/index.php/
conference/35) is compiled in collaboration with the International Society for Trenchless Technol-
ogy (ISTT). The exhibition offers visitors from the region with an unparalleled opportunity to see a 
wide range of products and machinery at the show. In addition to locally based companies, several 
international companies are participating. The German pavilion will present 10 companies and other 
nations represented include, Oman, Saudi Arabia, The Netherlands, Belgium and Russia.  

 
CONFERENCE PROGRAMME 

Monday 18 March 2013 
11.00 Keynote Address  
11.30  Session A - NEW CONSTRUCTION 

A1: From failure to success – An HDD case study - AdilGibreel, Transco, UAE 
A2: Longest multi curvature sewer tunnel in the Middle East Cheng Chin Keong, ICOP   
Spa, Italy 
A3: Applied ductile pipe technologies for trenchless applications - horizontal directional 
drilling (HDD), pipe bursting and others techniques in use - Stefan Ertelt, Duktus,  
Germany 

11.30  Session B - REHABILITATION 
B1: State of the art in-line acoustic leak detection tools for large diameter pipelines 
Ramuel Garcia, Pure Tech, USA 
B2:Microbiological induced corrosion protection for concrete sewerage systems 
MoosaDamerchie, ConShield Technologies & Ibrahim AlMajaida, LIWA,  UAE  
B3: Recent Progress with Hydrascan Jet Cleaning Brian Syms, Kilbride Industrial, UK 

14.00 Session  C – NEW CONSTRUCTION 
C1:  Paper title to be announced - Herenknecht 
C2: Jacking HOBAS CC-GRP pressure pipes - A two in one solution - Peter Scharmann, 
HOBAS Gulf LLC, UAE 
C3: Clay pipe for microtunnelling - Mark Bruce, CanClayInc USA and Edward Naylor, 
Naylor Ltd, UK 

14.00 Session D – REHABILITATION 
D1: Trenchless replacement with dedicated PE pipes - WimElzink, Wavin Overseas B.V., 
Netherlands 
D2: Rehabilitation of old sewer pipes with excess sedimentation - Mansour Ghassemi,  
Esfahan Water, Iran 

15.45 Session E – NEW CONSTRUCTION 
E1:  Paper title to be announced - Forward HDD, Russia 
E2:  Risk Mitigation Measures in HDD - Ehteshamul Haque, Digital Control Inc, India 

E3:  Timbertop Sewer Project: Installation of non-restrained GRP pipe using vacuum 
        microtunnelling - John Milligan, Vermeer Corporation, USA 
15.45 Session F - REHABILITATION 

F1: Case study for pipe inspection & rehabilitation using CIPP-UV in KSA - Faiz Al  
Elweet, International AramoonInc, Saudi Arabia 
F2: Non-invasive, cost-effective, innovative green technologies to rehabilitate the inner 
infrastructure of deteriorated or failing water piping systems - BanafshehShobeiri, NuFlow 
Middle East, UAE 
F3: PE100 RC Project Review - Andrew Wedgner, Borouge Pte, UAE 
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Tuesday 19 March 2013 
11.00 Keynote Address – speaker to be announced 
11.30 Session G - REHABILITATION 

G1: Crown Gold Project - Hein Mocke, H Mocke Construction, South Africa 
G2: CIPP Pipeline Rehabilitation - Effective solutions to meet regional conditions - Borje 
Persson, BKP Berolina, Germany 
G3: Experiences with long CIPP installations in sections with case studies from  
Switzerland - Benedict Stentrup, Reline Europe,  Germany 

14.00 Session H - REHABILITATION 
H1:  Pipe Bursting Updates - Sean Wharton Hammerhead Inc, USA 
H2: Solutions for lining around bends - Tim Webb, Channeline, UAE  

16.00 Session J - REHABILITATION 
J1:Ground Radar Advancements for Mapping and Utility Detection. - Colin Tickle, 
Drilline, UK 
J2: MIPP, latest developments in insitu lining for water mains and sewers - Dec Downey, 
Aqualiner Ltd., UK 

Further details registration etc are available at the website: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com 
 
 

NO-DIG SUMMITS ANNOUNCED 

T he International Society for Trenchless Technology (ISTT) is pleased to announce the 2013 
series of NO-DIG SUMMIT events which include: 

Bangkok 28-29 May 2013 
Manila 31 May 2013 
New Delhi 25-26 July 2013 

The Summits are designed to assist the international community with an educational and  
interactive forum that presents comprehensive and up to the minute information on the very latest in 
trenchless techniques. The format for these events will comprise technical and case study  
presentations alongside exhibits from sponsoring organisations. All catering breaks are held in the 
exhibition area, affording maximum integration between delegates, sponsors and exhibitors.  
Website: www.westrade.co.uk 

 
INTERNATIONAL GAS SUMMIT 

A s one of the most significant costs to Gas Distribution Network Operators, delivering  
innovation to complete replacement and renewal works quicker, cheaper and faster is  

absolutely key in delivering value to customers while maintaining a safe and reliable network. 
This 13 to 14 March, the Gas Distribution Networks: Asset Optimisation, Life Extension &  

Renewal Innovation Summit 2013, brings together industry pioneers to reveal the very latest  
advancements and ideas being implemented to help drive forward innovation across gas networks. 

Day One - Wales & West Utilities, with Paul Breakey, Operations Manager, will share ground-
breaking innovations in live gas practices and insertion techniques for quick, safe and cost-efficient 
solutions for maintenance and renewal works with minimal supply interruption. 

Following this, Director of Asset Management & Health, Safety & Environment( Wales & West 
Utilities), Chris Clarkewill will address Safety Management and different strategic approaches to 
maintaining and improving high safety standards in gas distribution networks around the world  
incorporating the best safety measures. 

The 2-day agenda will explore examples of global best practices, technological innovation and 
case studies including: 

• Benchmark approaches for developing a whole life approach: evaluating decision 
making about maintaining vs. replacing assets 

• Examine best practices for executing risk-based evaluations of asset condition, health 
and criticality 

• The cutting-edge Internal refurbishment techniques being spearheaded in Japan  
• Build a highly efficient and cost effective asset management strategy 
• Cost-benefit analysis of GDF SUEZ’s deployment of pioneering non-intrusive  

surveying technologies for more accurate detection of pipes 
Supported by IGEM, UKSTT, EUA, Marcogaz, ENA, GERG, Pipeline Industries Guild and PPSA 

this Summit is a significant opportunity to join innovative discussions for gas distribution  
companies for 2013 and beyond. Website: www.gas-distribution-networks-innovation.com 
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2013 
February 5-8  
BAUMA CONEXPO SHOW - bC India - Mumbai, India. 
Details from: www.bcindia.com 
 

March 3-7 
NASTT’s 2013 No-Dig Show - Sacramento, USA 
Details from: www.nodigshow.com 
 

March 12-14 
Excavation Safety Conference & Expo - Florida, USA 
Details from: www.cgaconference.com 
 

March 13-14 
Gas Distribution Networks Innovation Summit - London, 
UK. Details from: www.gas-distribution-networks-
innovation.com 
 

March 18-19  
TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST - Dubai, UAE 
www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com 
 

March 21 
Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems - Stoneleigh Park, 
UK 
Details from: www.sbwwi.co.uk 
 

April 15-21 
BAUMA 2013 - Munich, Germany. 
Details from: www.bauma.de/en 
 

April 23-26 
1st NO DIG Berlin 2013 (with Wasser Berlin International) - 
Berlin, Germany. 
Details from: www.nodigberlin2013.com 
 

May 9-11 
TTUS 2013 - Guangzhou, China. 
Details from: www.china-mete.com/sd/  
 

May 28-29 
NO-DIG BANGKOK SUMMIT 2013 - Bangkok, Thailand. 
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

May 31  
NO-DIG MANILA SUMMIT 2013 - Manila, Philippines. 
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

June 19-20 
Ville Sans Tranchee 2013 - Paris, France 
Details from: www.fstt.org 
 

June 23-26 
RETC 2013 - Washington DC, USA 
Details from: www.retc.org 
 

July 25-26  
NO-DIG INDIA 2013 - New Delhi, India. 
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

September 1-4 
International No-Dig ‘Down Under’ 2013 - Sydney,  
Australia (Registration Now Open) 
Details from: www.nodigdownunder.com 
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September 18-21 
bauma Africa 2013 - Johannesburg, South Africa  
Details from: www.bauma-africa.com 
 

October 1-3 
ICUEE 2013 - Kentucky, USA 
Details from: www.icuee.com 
 

October 23-24 
Underground Construction 2013 - London , UK 
Details from: www.tunnellingshow.com 
 
2014 
April 8-10 
VI International Conference ‘Trenchless Technologies’ 
NO-DIG POLAND 2014 - Kielce-Cedzyna, Poland. 
Details from: www.nodigpoland.tu.kielce.pl 
 

September 16-18 
No-Dig Live 2014 - Coventry, UK 
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk 
 

October 13-15 
International No-Dig 2014 - Madrid, Spain 
Details from: www.nodigmadrid.com 
 
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would 
like to add it to this listing please forward details to: 
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk  
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